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Volcanic High desert  
Land formed by the erosion of time 



Description 
An often visited waterfall.  
A favorite party place for 
the locals.  Climbing the 
rock around the fall can 
be done, but there is risk 
and exposure

Equipment 
Both wide angle and 
telephoto lenses, tripod. 
ND filters to slow the 
water.   

Technique  
Take a series of shots 
between 0.1 sec and 30 
seconds for interesting 
waterfall effects. 
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Jump Creek Falls



Description 
The canyon can be shot at all times 
of the day.  However, care must be 
taken as each formation has 
optimum timing.  However morning 
and late afternoon are good.  As 
sunset approaches many of the 
features are in deep shadow.

Equipment 
Both wide angle and telephoto 
lenses, tripod. 

Technique  
Bracketed shots will be necessary 
for some shots with strong high 
lights and deep shadows 

Squaw Creek Falls



Description 
The canyon can be shot 
at all times of the day.  
However, care must be 
taken as each formation 
has optimum timing.  
However morning and 
late afternoon are good.  
As sunset approaches 
many of the features are 
in deep shadow.

Equipment 
Both wide angle and 
telephoto lenses, tripod. 

Technique  
Bracketed shots will be 
necessary for some shots 
with strong high lights 
and deep shadows 

Squaw Creek Falls



Description 
The canyon can be shot 
at all times of the day.  
However, care must be 
taken as each formation 
has optimum timing.  
However morning and 
late afternoon are good.  
As sunset approaches 
many of the features are 
in deep shadow.

Equipment 
Both wide angle and 
telephoto lenses, tripod. 

Technique  
Bracketed shots will be 
necessary for some shots 
with strong high lights 
and deep shadows 

Squaw Creek Falls



Best Time 
Evening Magic Hour 
through Blue Hour 

Technique 
Bracketed Shots to deal 
with strong highlights and 
shadows. 

Travel 
Just of US 95 at view area 

Succor Creek



Description 
Lots of features 
resembling red rock 
country of Utah 

Best Time 
Best time varies by feature 
and how light and shadow 
play with the feature. 

Technique 
Bracketed Shots to deal 
with strong highlights and 
shadows. 

Travel 
Long dirt road – 30 miles off 
US 95 

Leslie Gulch



Description 
Lots of features 
resembling red rock 
country of Utah.  There 
are many side canyons 
and interesting rock 
formations.   

Travel 
Long dirt road – 30 miles off 
US 95 

Leslie Gulch



Description 
The canyon can be shot at all 
times of the day.  However, 
care must be taken as each 
formation has optimum timing.  
However morning and late 
afternoon are good.  As sunset 
approaches many of the 
features are in deep shadow.

Equipment 
Both wide angle and telephoto 
lenses, tripod. 

Technique  
Bracketed shots will be 
necessary for some shots with 
strong high lights and deep 
shadows 

Leslie Gulch



Best Time 
Morning and Evening 
Magic Hour 

Technique 
Bracketed Shots to deal 
with strong highlights 
and shadows. 

Travel 
Dirt road high clearance 
vehicle 
Lots of great points of 
view. 

Succor Creek
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